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. .  Life after Troy. 
Gamecocks aim for GSC title 
See page 14 
Vol. 28 No. 30 
November 18, 1982 
SGA defeats bill for black beauty pageant 
By SUSIE IRWIN 
Associate Editor 
A bill to provide for a major title of recognition for black 
females on campus was defeated by the SGA in the weekly 
meeting held on Monday night. 
Senator Ricky Smoot authored and sponsored the 
resolution advocating a beauty pageant for black females 
which would be regarded as "one of the big three, major 
pageants held on campus," along with 'Miss Homecoming' 
and 'Miss Mimosa'. 
According to Smoot, the pageant would be open only to 
black females and the winner would be featured on color 
pages of the yearbook. 
Black organizations on campus (BOC) would form a 
committee to sponsor the pageant whose winner wo~ild be 
given the title 'Miss Essence.' 
Reasoning that the bill had nothing to do with prejudice, 
Sen. Smoot said that black females on campus have a slim 
chance of gaining one of the major titles on campus and that 
a pageant of this type would allow black females that 
chance. 
The possibility of the pageant not being a success in years 
to come was noted by Senator Dody Coleman who said that 
the compilation of a yearbook was a complicated process 
and that pages reserved for the pageant could be wasted in 
the future should the pageant be eliminated. 
Sen. Coleman added that all JSU pageants have 
"been as  fair as possible'' to all females on campus. 
Representing a black female's opinion, Sen. Sandra 
Rutledge said she agreed with Sen. Coleman and added that 
if black students wanted a black female title holder, they 
should vote toget!!er for that goal. She also stated that a 
Williams a 
on assault 
By LYNN LePINJ3 
Associate Editor 
JSU student Kenneth Avery Williams was 
arrested on a charge of first degree assault 
Tuesday afternoon at around 5 p.m. 
Williams is accused of assaulting Terry 
C ~ ~ i n g h a m ,  another student and a JSU 
football player, with a knife during a fight 
involving the two men last Wednesday night 
outside Luttrell Hall. 
According to Cunningham, the incident 
was sparked by an argument the two had 
earlier in the evening. Witnesses say the 
skirmish began as a fist fight and continued 
as such until Williams produced a knife. 
"I didn'tknow I was cut until it was over," 
said Cunningham, "I thought it was iust a 
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rrested 
charge 
couple of real hard punches." 
Luttrell dorm director Tom Norton said he 
phoned the police when he saw a crowd 
gathered around what appeared to be a 
fight. When the police arrived, Williams 
had fled the scene. Cunningham was taken 
to Jacksonville Hospital and then tran- 
sferred to Regional Medical Center. 
Cunningham sustained injuries to his left 
thigh and right ear which resulted in a total 
of 35 stitches. 
Williams was arrested on a warrant put 
out by Cunningham and was taken to the 
Jacksonville city jail. Williams was 
released on a $1,000 bond Wednesday. A 
court date is set for Dec. 3. 
Goodwin speaks 
to law class 
Dean Kenneth L. Goodwin, Dean of Ad- 
missions of the University of Alabama Law 
School, will be on the JSU campus on 
Monday, November 22, 1982. He will ad- 
dress the Constitutional Law class at 10:00 
(Room 331 Martin) which will be open to 
interested students, as well as members of 
the class. He will also be available to 
counsel pre-law students in the conference 
room, 236 Martin Hall, from 11:M - 12:M and 
1:30 - 2:30. Ail students interested in at- 
pageant of this type would not be fair to all females on 
campus. 
Another senator, Steve Martin, stated that the reason a 
resolution concerning the dormitory visiting hours was 
passed was to eliminate discrimination on campus and that 
a pageant of this type would be discrimination. 
After a close vote of previous questions, meaning a vote 
on whether to end discussion, the 'Miss Essence' pageant 
bill was defeated by a wide margin of the senate. 
The seven members of the 'ad hoc' committee to in- 
vestigate the class elections of favorites and beauties was 
announced by Marc Angel. Those senators are Prentice 
Saterfield, Dody Coleman, Tara Southerland, Michelle 
Hefferly, Susan Head, Amy Wallace and Ray Hudson. Sen. 
Rutledge was added to the committee near the close of the 
meeting. 
Herron  resented Ballerina Scholarship 
I * tending law school next year are invited to 
talk with Dean Goodwin while he is on Debbie Culbert, incoming president of the the annual scholarship to Lelsa Herren, 
campus. Ballerina Alumus Association, presents head hallerha. 
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Students are tha 
By SUSAN MARTIN 
With Thanksgiving right around the 
corner, we thought it would be a good op- 
portunity to ask: "Since coming to JSU, 
what are you most thankful for?" Here are 
some replies : 
"An opportunity to come to this college.." 
"Teachers that let you out of class early." 
"I graduate next semester." 
"Weekends." 
"Holidavs." 
"New eAt for commuters in TMB parking 
lot." 
"My job." (from Dr. Attinger) 
"Graduation." 
"The two-way street behind the stadium." 
 portuni unity to sit on benches in Mason 
Hall." 
"The friends I've met." 
"Chris." (from Richard) 
.nkful for. . . 
"The Chanticleer." 
"The recreation room." 
"Kelly R." (from Brad) 
"That JSU is a co-ed college." 
"That Dr. Cochis gave me my one point." 
"Vending machines." 
"Creative people like Lisa Blevins and 
Tami Lambert." (by Lisa B. and Tami L.) 
"Home." 
"That there is an end to school." (or is 
there?) 
"A chance to meet new people, especially 
the hospitable southern types." 
"Home cooking." 
"My new girlfriend." 
"The opportunity to associate with 
students, the chance to help them." (Gary 
Smith. Bookstore Manager) 
- - - - - - - 
Manners displays art under "Finishing Dr. Selman." a political science course "G& looking boys a:dken." On Friday 1 2 4  most people were thankful 
Lee Manners explains the components includes the first painting Manners' did "Surveys." for umbrellas. Remember the rain? 
of a collage to Margaret Mann. Man- when he began work bere and also his latest "Roast Beef Combo." The writers of this survey are thankful for 
ners' exhibit, "A Quarter of a Century work, a quilt called Will's Quilt: Geese "Georgia Bulldogs." the people who took time out of their lunch 
Retrospective," features examples of his Flying. The Lee Manners exhibit will run at "The great educational facilities provided break to answer our questions! 
work during his 25 years at JSU. The exhibit Hammond Hall until ~ovember  24th. by JSU." HAPPY THANKSGIVING! 
Pertelote needs greater student input 
By LYNN LePINE 
The Pertelote, established in 1979, is a 
magazine designed to be a vehicle for the 
creative efforts of JSU students. The tabloid 
is edited by Lori Tate and features a com- 
bination of poetry, prose and artwork. 
Tate views the publication as 'an outlet for 
student work' but according to Dr. Clyde 
Cox, faculty advisor for the Pertelote, the 
magazine remains in an infant stage due to 
a lack of input. "We've been actively 
publishing for three years, now," Cox says, 
"We've always &d money left over because 
we've netver had enough material submitted 
to get together more than one or two 
issues." 
Says Tate of the problem, "I don't know 
whether people are too humble, or whether 
they just don't think their stuff is good 
enough. The only way they can find out is to 
submit their work and see." 
Both Tate and Cox feel that there is talent 
abounding on this campus, in writing and in 
other forms of art. Tate encourages writers 
to submit poetry and prose for consideration 
and possible publication. "A good Pertelote 
could help establish a greater interest in 
writing on this campus, and wide support 
could establish a basis for a writing major 
or minor at J.S.U." 
Cox feels there will be an improvement in 
the number of submissions made following a 
mini-mester course in creative poetry. The 
course will be taught by nationally- 
published faculty member, Dr. George 
Richards. 
Original poetry and prose may be sub- 
mitted to Dr. Cox in the Stone Center. 
Poetry is rated on the basis of freshness, 
vividness of imagery, and uniqueness in 
subject matter or technique. Essays on 
interesting topics are also considered for 
publication. Short stories are screened for 
believable plots and characterization, 
smooth, realistic dialogue, and good en- 
dings. 
Art coordinator for the Pertelote is faculty 
member Dr. Eniilie Burn. "We try to 
publish photographs of a variety of different 
types of works," says Burn. Featured art 
includes actual photography, along with 
pictures of other mediums such as sculp- 
ture, drawing, painting, ceramics, and 
crafts. 
Art submitted is judged on its originality, 
organization, and composition. Says Burn, 
"The artist must display an understanding 
of the principles of design." Another facet of 
the artwork examined is the 'extent of 
involvement'. According to Dr. Burn, the 
extent of involvement is not how much time 
a person actually spent on a project, but the 
amount of time he or she spent making 
aesthetic decisions. For example, does the 
piece show that thought yent into the 
selection of color, shape, central focus, etc.? 
Pertelote editor Lori Tate hopes to see 
improvements in submissions of both 
writing and artwork. Tate expects to see the 
next issue of the magazine reach the presses 
by the end of November. 
Thirteen outstanding sociology graduates selected 
While Jacksonville State University begins her 100th 
year, the Department of Sociology is celebrating her 12th 
birthday! Jacksonville State University has offered a 
major in sociology since the academic year 1971-72. Since 
that year six hundred and eighteen students have 
graduated with a major in sociology. 
With JSU honoring "100 Famous Athletes," the sociology 
faculty would like to recognize thirteen outstanding 
sociology graduates. In addition to being undergraduate 
scholars, these students have continued their development 
and made significant contributions to their field. 
After graduation from JSU in Fall, 1972, Rebecca (In- 
mon) Ryan entered graduate work at Florida State 
University. For several years she did research with 
University Research Inc. and Richard Katon Associates in 
Washington D.C. Becky, now in Savannah, Georgia, is the 
wife of Howard Kaplan and mother of Elisha (17 months). 
She is teaching at Savannah State University: 
Jerre Brimer received his sociology degree in 1974. He 
graduated with distinction and honors. Since leaving JSU, 
Jerre has earned a master's from Western Maryland 
College in deaf education, as well as  a master's from 
Morehead State University where he received a' graduate 
assistantship. Currently he is working with the multiple 
handicapped and special education students in the 
Baltimore school system. 
The year following her 1975 graduation, Cheryl Dianne 
Clark became a social worker at Calhoun County Depart- 
ment of Pensions and Security. Cheryl is married to Tay 
Clark, an environmental engineer at Ft. McClellan and they 
have a daughter. 
Marcus Reid is a 1975 sociology honor graduate who later 
earned a Master of Arts degree in Personnel Counseling 
from JSU. During 1977-1979 Marcus served as  a probation 
officer in Calhoun County. In 1982 he graduated from 
Cumberland Law School where he was elected "Who's Who 
Among American Law Students." He is currently prac- 
tising law in Birmingham. 
Wai-Man Siu graduated in 1976 with distinction in 
sociology. He was awarded graduate assistantship to the 
University of Hawaii and received his master's in 
sociology. Wai-Man worked with the Social Security Ad- 
ministration and presently is married and livirlg in France. 
With majors in both biology and sociology, Julia Womack 
McCombs graduated with honors in 1978. Since graduation 
Julia has earned a master's degree in gerontology from the 
University of South Florida. She has taught as an adjunct 
professor with the CUUP program for JSU, as well as  
Jefferson State Junior College and Gadsden State Junior 
College. 
Steve Haynes finished at Jacksonville State University in 
August 1979 with honors in sociology. He was awarded a 
graduate assistantship in rural sociology at Auburn 
University where he earned a Master of Arts degree in 1980. 
He is now teaching sociology courses at CUUP in Gadsden 
and at Ft. McClellan. 
Virginia Ruth Pearson graduated with honors from JSU 
in 1979. While a student here, she was a member of Alpha 
Kappa Delta, the editor of the Mimosa, and involved in 
numerous campus activities. At present, Virginia is em- 
ployed a t  the Farmers and Merchants Bank in Cedar Bluff, 
Alabama. 
As a 1981 honor graduate of JSU, Karen Nicks received 
her Bachelor of Science degree in sociology and co rm-  
tions. Currently, Karen is pursuing a master's degree in 
counseling and guidance and criminal justice at JSU and is 
working as a graduate assistant in the Department of 
Sociology. 
Arlene Benefield graduated in August 1982 with a double 
major in sociology and psychology. Her emphasis was in 
social gerontology. During the summer 1982 she began 
working as  a tutor and coordinator in the Advanced Basic 
Learning Skills program in the Department of Psychology 
at JSU. Married to JSU anthropologist, Dr. Harry Holstein, 
Arlene has co-authored two academic papers with JSU 
professors. Her future plans include pursuing a master's 
degree in psychology. 
Another 1982 graduate, Douglas Neil Fears, was elected 
to Who's Who Among American Colleges and Universities. 
Recognized as one of the top three scholars in the College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences during his senior year, Neil 
was a member of Alpha Kappa Delta and worked with 
Elderhostel on campus. Neil has recently received an 
assistantship and is currently enrolled in the graduate 
program in sociology and gerontology at the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham. 
With a GPA of 2.969, Diane Patricia Pejza graduated with 
honors in 1982. While on campus, she was a member of both 
Alpha Kappa Delta and Kappa Delta Epsilon. Diane was 
selected to participate in the seniors honors recitals in the 
Music Department and was a member of Phi Mu Alpha. 
Currently, Diane is enrolled in Vanderbilt University, 
where she has been awarded a teaching assistantship in the 
doctoral program in sociology. 
As an exchange student from Finland, Sinikka Makela 
Smothers lived in the International House on campus and 
chose sociology as her major field of study. Sinikka 
graduated with honors from JSU in 1982 and was selected 
for "Who's Who Among Colleges and Universities". At the 
present time Sinikka is living in Talladega with her 
husband and daughter. Her future plans include pursuing a 
graduate degree in social work. 
Each of these thirteen graduates will receive a Cer- 
tificate of Recognition and will have his-her name engraved 
on a plaque to be placed in the Department of Sociology at 
JSU. The Department of Sociology is pleased to honor these 
outstanding graduates during this centennial year. 
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Announcements 
FOP asks for movie contributions 
Students and faculty can make Christmas of Pinocchio" and "Seven Alone", at the 
a little merrier this year for 1,000 un- Calhoun Theater on Noble Street. 
derprivileged and handicapped children in Each child,s ticket will cost $2.50. ~h~ - .. - Callioun County. FOP asks that checks or money orders be The Order of sent to Jack Cooper, c-o F.O.P., P. 0. Box 
Lodge No. 4, asks the JSU community to 1124, Al, 36202. 
contribute money for theater tickets so the 
children can have a day at the movies on Cooper said the deadline for contributions 
Dec. 20. is Dec. 2. 
There will be two showings of a double- For more information, call Cooper at 236- 
feature presentation, "The New Adventures 4434. 
Rich to address computer science club 
Mr. Paul Rich from UAB will speak to the Science Club Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 4:30 p.m., 
Computer Science Club about UAB'S Room 302 Third Floor of Bibb Graves. Mr. 
computing facilities, program, and job Kirkemier will discuss 'Computer Science 
opportunities on Thursday, Nov. 18, at 4:30 
in Room 302 3rd Floor Bibb Graves. relating to SCB, the divestiture of SCB, 
Mr. Stephen Kirkemier from South telecommunications, and what SCB looks 
Central Bell will speak to the Computer for in computer science majors. 
Accounting Banquet to follow UNA game - 
The Student Accounting and an ah.rnnus of JSU, will Granger, chairman of the 
Awards Banquet will be held be guest speaker. Dr. Gray accounting department, for 
at Jacksonville State was recipient of the more information. 
University on November 20 Achievement Award in 1971, A hospitality area will be 
following the JSU vs. his senior year at Jax State. set up in the lobby of Theron 
university of North 
Alabama game. 
The annual Accounting 
Achievement Award, based 
on a selection by JSU ac- 
counting d e p a r t m e n t  
faculty, will be presented. 
Dr. 0. Ronald Gray, ac- 
counting professor at the 
University of West Florida 
Gray is a certified public 
a c c o u n t a n t ,  c e r t i f i e d  
management accountant, 
and a certified internal 
auditor. 
All JSU accounting 
department alumni a re  
invited to attend. Those who 
do not receive invitations 
should contact Dr. Parker 
Montgomery Building 
auditorium before the game 
and alumni may purchase 
football tickets in that area. 
A social hour will begin at 
5:30 p.m. in the lobby of 
Theron  Montgomery  
auditorium. The banquet, 
which will be held in Theron 
Montgomery auditorium, 
begins at E:30 p.m. 
I Miss Mimosa application deadline is Dec. 15 I 
I Contestants for Miss To qualify, contestants picked up in the Mimosa Mimosa 1983 must file ap- must be single women who office, Room 103, basement plications and pay the $25 are enrolled as full time floor TMB from 1:15 to 4:00 entry fee on or before the last students at JSU. p.m., Monday - Friday. day of finals, Dec. 15, 1982. Applications may be 
ODK, Phi Mu directors visit 
By DENNIS SHEARS Southerners would have to have a full-time 
Through the joint efforts of Jacksonyille staff of at least three people to do what he 
State University's omicron Delta Kappa does by himself," exclaims Dr. Beeman. 
Circle, and Phi Mu Alpha Charter, the "Dr. Walters is the best example of 
national director for each, Dr. Dan Beeman, academic leadership that I've seen," he 
visited JSU's campus last week. added. 
Dr. Beeman is a native of the midwest, Dr. Beeman is the National Executive 
who moved to Florida as a child. He Diredor of Phi Mu Alpha, where in he ad- 
received a degree in music at the University ministers all of the activities in the national 
of South Florida, and his PhD in ad- organization, coordinates the National Phi 
ministration at Florida State University. MU Alpha staff, coordinates conventions and 
Dr. Beeman became associated with workshops, maintains standards of the 
ODK, when he was inducted into the organization, and is responsible for all the 
selective organization at the University of publications of the Phi Mu Alpha 
Southern Florida, in 1968. He has been ac- organization. There are seven full-time staff 
tive in ODK ever since, and is now serving members, and 260 chapters of Phi Mu Alpha 
his fifth two-year term as the national in the United States. 
director. Dr. Beeman is also the National Vice 
"1 very seldom have the chance to meet President of ODK, which is an elected 
with individual circles of ODK and chapters position. He commented on the four criticial 
of Phi MU ~ l p h a ;  however, because both elements associated with ODK: "The 
groups are truly outstanding here at members of ODK must be active in the 
Jacksonville, they sort of combined their organization by utilizing their talents 
interests, and enticed me to come down, and toward leadership roles: an ODK circle 
they did so at some considerable expense to must be a student - faculty group that has 
themselves," said Dr. Beeman. both parties participating fully; students 
i61'm here at Jacksonville to participate in inducted into ODK must be in the upper 35 
the ODK initiation ceremonies, provide percent of their class, just to be considered; 
whatever assistance that I can to each and a member must be a leader in at least 
organization, and to 'recharge my battery' one of the following areas: scholarship, 
with enthusiasm," he added. athletics, social service - religious group -or 
campus government, journalism - speech - 
"Both groups have asked how rank or mass media, or the creative - performing 
with other groups, and where they stand, arts.,, 
and I can honestly say that I don't know 
"ODK excellent leadership 
when I have been as impressed with the two walities in student and faculty ranks and 
organizations, as 1 have here. They're both uses its resources to mold the co-unity 
superb! And I think they are and promote excellence in areas," said 
superb because the students are excellent Dr. Beeman. 
students, and the faculty and administration Dr. Beeman was on the JSU campus four here are exceptional," declared Dr. ago to install the ODK $kcle, and he Beeman. said, "It is especially rewarding to me, to 
Dr. Beeman went on to say that Cathy 
Burns, a member af the JSU ODK circle, is 
an excellent member and a superb leader, 
who should be given special recognition. He 
also had nothing but positive statements to 
say about Dr. David Walters, director of the 
Marching Southerners. 
"Dr. Walters is the greatest! Any other 
school with a program like the Marching 
get to come back to ~acksonville, to see the 
kind of growth that this circle has ac- 
complished." 
In his closing remarks, Dr. Beeman said: 
"Both Phi Mu Alpha, and Omicron Delta 
Kappa are very dear to my heart, and it has 
been a true pleasure spending time with 
such outstanding groups, as these two 
organizations here." 
Montgomery considers student needs important 
By ANDY JONES 
Chanticleer: When do students see the president of this 
school? 
Montgomery: Any student of this school has "ready 
access" to my office. All freshmen were seen during the 
step-up program before starting their first semester. 
Chanticleer: When are you available? 
Montgomery: Monday thru Friday, 8:OO-4:30. I do get 
involved in a lot of meetings, but my secretary will be 
happy to schedule a student to see me. 
Chanticleer: What problems have you seen with the 
freshman class this year? 
Montgomery: I have not noticed any marked difference 
from previous years. I think we are fortunate to have the 
"fine quality" of entering freshmen that we have. 
Chanticleer: Have you seen any problems with the entire 
student body? 
Montgomery: I think we have the best student body 
anywhere. There are some problems because we have not 
been able to meet all the student needs. Some of these are 
recreation, housing and parking. We are trying to meet all 
needs that can be afforded. 
Chanticleer: Have you seen any change in the faculty 
throughout the years? 
Montgomery: Obviously it has grown and we have more 
diversity. This is a fully calculated intent from seeking 
teachers from a variety of institutions. 
Chanticleer: Whom should a student see first for 
problems with a teacher? 
Montgomery: First, you should talk with the teacher 
involved. Then the Department Head, the Dean of that 
Division and then if necessary the Vice President of 
Academic Affairs, Dr. James A. Reaves. I am here to help 
out in this area or will tell you who can. 
Chanticleer: Have you seen a change in the typical 
student since your school days? 
Montgomery: I was a graduate in World War 11. At that 
time you were called out of college to go to war and fight. So 
things were a lot more serious then. My generation was 
different because' of the times, but I see similarities. 
College age students have a lot of youth and enthusiasm 
with the capabilities to learn but certain distractions affect 
them. 
Chanticleer: What improvements do you see necessary 
in the following areas: faculty, maintenance, school 
property and students? 
Montgomery: Our faculty is full of able people, but some 
need to further their education. I know funds are needed to 
assist them. I think we have an excellent maintenance staff 
here. The school property needs land for expansion. In the 
area of our students I think they need to improve some of 
their "basic skills." As mentioned before, the school is 
trying to meet some needs like parking. The ROTC 
students and Performing Arts students need a better 
parking facility. Also we need to assist the fraternities and 
sororities, 
Chanticleer: Have you seen any racial problems here? 
Montgomery: Very few. We integrated here before a 
court order was necessary. 
Chanticleer: How do you feel about the food services at 
the Jack Hopper Dining Hall? 
Montgomery: I am willing to hear suggestions. I do not 
think we have problems there with quality of food. We used 
to hear a lot more complaints when it was mandatory that 
you ate there if you lived in the dorms. People are going to 
complain about food anywhere they eat. We do have control 
over the contract with Saga and influence over their meals. 
Chanticleer: Are there any resources or facilities on 
campus which you feel students are not using properly or at 
all? 
Montgomery: The Student Commons building (student 
center) is not being used fully. We have the new larger book 
store, Hardee's, a large study area, SGA offices and are 
finishing up the student mail center. Participation at our 
concerts and plays is low. The library could be used more 
by studcnts since it is open 80 hours a week - also tile 
Coliseum with all its recreational activities. 
Chanticleer: Whom does the President answer to or 
report to? 
Montgomery: There is a Board of Trustees composed of 
eleven representatives of the state. 
Chanticleer: What is your opinion of our fraternities and 
sororities? 
Montgomery: I do get calls at  night at my home from 
people complaining about noise. Usually it is around 11 : 30. 
Overall there is no great problem. I think they are an 
important part of the campus. I would like to see more 
cohesion between the different groups for a be!Aer 
development of brotherhood. 
Chanticleer: If you could give only one piece of advice to 
students this year, what would it be? 
Montgomery: Figure out what it is that you want to do or 
be. Happiness comes from achievement. 
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Points Of View 
A question 
of desire 
To strive to compiete a college education is to dedicate a 
portion of a life to a search for new and fresh answers to age 
old questions. It is to challenge and explore, refine and 
Pat Forrester 
Staff Writer 
revise, excite and chasten, all for the betterment of a mind 
and soul. Why then, do we, as students in the process of 
acquiring knowledge, fail to challenge and demand more of 
ourselves, our peers, and our teachers? What is it that 
compels us to keep our mouths clamped shut and our heads 
nodding dumbly when an instructor makes a statement 
that amazes, amuses, dumbfounds, distresses, or repulses 
us? Why do we have the dulled eyes and glazed coun- 
tenances of those who have heard all we want to hear? 
Perhaps it is the fear of failure, of giving the wrong an- 
swer, or of sounding "foolish." Nothing cuts to the quick 
like listening to the amused snickers of our peers when we 
restate the obvious. But it is my experience that the price 
paid is small in comparison to the rewards reaped: 
Knowledge is indeed a priceless commodity and a person 
who never tries to fill himself to overflowing with it is a 
vessel devoid of worth or value. 
I how that all too often it is lack of preparation that locks 
our lips and stifles the learning process. But this is a fault 
easily enough cured. To argue, explore, and analyze is to 
become a human being. an instrument of com~assion. 
caring, and above all, hoping. The process of asking and 
listening is a step along the way to becoming a multi- 
faceted, "body and soul" person, not merAy another 
cardboard image stamped out with a college cookie cutter. 
The Chanticleer, established as  a student new- 
spaper a t  Jacksonville State in  1934, is published 
each Thursday by students of the University. 
Signed columns represent the opinion of the 
writer while unsigned editorials represent the 
opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee. 
Editorials do not necessarily reflect the policy 
Of the JSU administration. 
Editor In  Chief . ............... T i m  Strickland 
Associate Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Susie Irwin 
Associate Editor . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .Lynn LePine 
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Stone cold - a touch of Fla. please 
The Chanticleer offices a r e  located on the bot- 
tom floor of Theron MontgomeryBuilding,Room 
102. 
All correspondence should be directed to The 
Chanticleer, Box 56, Jacksonville State Univer- 
sity, Jacksonville, Alabama, 36265. 
By LAURA ALBRIGHT 
Most of us believe a comfortable atmosphere is conducive 
to learning. Apparently, whoever controls the ther- 
mometer in Stone Center never heard of this precept. 
Day after day, even when it is cold outside, it is cold in 
Stone Center. First of all, the walls are solid concrete 
blocks which don't preserve warmth well at all. Secondly, 
the air coming out of the vents is cool or no heat is on at all, 
thus the cold seeps in from outside. Lastly, the furniture is 
all modernistic and doesn't even suggest warmth. 
If we were warmer, and not shivering constantly, we 
would be able to pay more attention to the lectures and take 
better notes; thus learn more. 
One solution is that we wear our coats or jackets and 
gloves to class. A better one is that someone turn the 
thermostat up some -not enough so that it's reminiscent of 
sunny Florida in August, but just enough to turn blue 
fingers pink again and warm frozen toes so they aren't 
numb any longer. 
Mind you, we realize the high cost of heating, but let's 
consider the high cost of learning. We are here to learn. 
How can we learn well and retain our knowledge if all we 
can concentrate on is whether or not we'll ever be warm 
again? 
Put a rush on your test grading 
By DONNA HENDRM 
It's frustrating to think of all the time spent studying for 
an exam and then the teacher waits two weeks or a month 
before the tests are back. 
Teachers give the exam; students take it; then the 
students have to wait in suspense before they know what 
their grade is. 
Most students are concerned about the grades they make 
because they are here for an education. 
Students should not have to wait in suspense to see what 
Student considers 
To the Editor: 
Although the Chanticleer, 
in my opinion, has improved 
in its content this fall 
semester, one past Chan- 
ticleer (Nov. 4, 1982) was 
rather out of sync with the 
time. 
It was Homecoming, but 
not just any Homecoming. It 
was JSU's Centennial 
Homecoming. One would 
think that this special event 
would be celebrated to the 
they have made on their tests. Many students worry about 
their grades, and they should be able to have their exams 
back as soon as possible. 
Teachers should have more respect for the students and 
put themselves in the students' shoes; therefore, they would 
see how the students feel and try to give back their tests 
promptly. 
If the students can take the time and study for the exam, 
the teacher can take the time and grade the exams and 
have them back in the hands of the students within a week. 
Chanticleer tacky, depressing 
utmost, including a time, fine. But the week after 
dedication of the Chanticleer Homecoming? I would think 
to JSU's birthday. not! 
Instead, one gets, as  front- Although the mid-section 
page news, an article on Me1 showed some of the cheer- 
Blanc and a "noise gun" fulness of Homecoming, the 
with one small, displackd fact that the writer didn't 
picture of the crowning of the even have the decency to 
Homecoming Queen. The name the classification or 
paper also included an the activities Deborah 
editorial of Homecoming Wilson, the Homecoming 
vandalism, and various Queen, participated in 
tragedies that had struck (whereas he did with the 
Jacksonville. At any other runners-up) was totally 
. * . . . . .  , , % < .  % 
thoughtless. 
I, for one, found it to be 
depressing, as well as just 
plain tacky. 
Perhaps the Chanticleer 
staff of '83-'84 will take these 
viewpoints into con- 
sideration in order to provide 
a more cheerful outlook of 
the celebration of 
Homecoming. 
Sincerely, 
Vicky A. Thomas 
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Entertainment ----- 
Pat and Bert chronicle. . . 
The rise & fall . . of Troy e 
PAT BERT 
Once upon a time in the Gulf South Conference there were 
two kingdoms: One was in the land of the legendary in- 
vincible Gamecock. This kingdom was located amongst 
gently rolling hills and lush green forests, and it was called 
Jacksonville. 
The other was situated in the netherworld of southern 
Alabama amid rocks, red clay, and sandpines. This was the 
infamous kingdom of Troy. 
The people of Jacksonville were a fair and graceful race, 
and the girls all had tanned legs, at least the ones that 
marched at halftime in the football games. 
The people of Troy were a stunted race. Their IQ's were 
equivalent to their ages until they reached twenty years of 
age, after which they increased no more. 
The people of Troy believed that the sun never set on 
Troy. Actually, the sun never rose on Troy, but with a 
collective IQ of 200 the Trojans easily mistook Hellfire for 
sunlight. 
Although the Trojans were mentally deficient, they did 
have a certain amount of heart and courage, and were 
fierce warriors. They often sent marauding bands to other 
kingdoms in search of their lost ceremonial goat and 
virgins. 
The year of this tale had not been a good one for the 
Trojans. Numerous defeats had been inflicted upon them at 
the hands of lesser kingdoms, and virgins were becoming 
scarcer all the time. 
The president of the Trojan kingdom called before him all 
his loyal followers and dressed them in pads and helmets, 
the armor of the day. 
"You have all failed miserably!" he thundered. "If you 
do not make a success of the final campaigns of the 
marauding season you will be forced to attend long boring 
classes and to take tests to earn grades. No more playing 
on the rocks and red clay all day!" And the Trojan 
multitude heard him and quaked with fear. 
Screwing up their courage, the Trojans proceeded to 
wreak havoc on the kingdoms of Livingston and UTM. They 
were merciless, and took no prisoners. With each triumph 
their warlust increased until, in a berserk rage, they 
deemed themselves fit to take on the mighty Gamecocks of 
Jacksonville. 
Amidst their preparations to invade the fair kingdom a 
solitary cry was heard above the din. It was the voice of 
Mike Scruggs, freelance blind oracle, currently calling 
games on TV 
"Beware of Gamecocks bearing footballs. The 
fact that JSU may be buying my station has nothing to do 
with this prophecy." But Mike was shouted down, and the 
preparations continued. 
Word of the impending combat reached J'ville, but the 
masses trembled not, for amongst them dwelt Jim Fuller, 
architect of a battle plan that had seen many seasons of 
success, and seemed certain to win him the olive branch 
laurels of another GSC title. Fuller was aided by a hardy 
band of warriors, among them Ed Lett, whose golden arm 
had slain many opponents, and Reginald Goodloe, whose 
fleet-footedness had won many a contest. , . 
On the appointed day, the Southerners, the sound-of the 
South, announced the arrival of the enemv with a blast from 
1000 trumpets (and assorted woodwinds; rifles, flags, and 
ballerinas. The drum line speaks for,itself). The walls of 
the arena trembled at the sound, and thousands of voices 
screamed support for the Gamecocks. 
The battle was fierce, and bodies piled high. JSU . 
recorded early triumphs. By halftime the outcome 
of the contest was no longer in doubt. Even so, the blood 
letting continued as the very bands themselves clashed in 
battle at midfield. The Southerners were arrayed in the 
finest helms and plumes (newly purchased). The Trojan 
band was forced to wear the only headgear they could af- 
ford, cheap straw cowboy hats. It was not a pretty sight. 
The crimson and grey of the Southerners sparkled under 
the stadium lights, and their sound grew until it reached a 
towering crescendo, which left the Trojan band cowering 
fearfully in the far corner of the endzone. 
The halftime spectacle completed, the warriors clashed 
in furious battle once more. The final minutes seemed an 
eternity, but at last the Gamecocks emerged victorious, 
freeing several thousand thirsty spectators to pursue their 
revels at local taverns and mead halls. 
Being a merciful nation, the Gamecocks spared the lives 
of their victims, demanding only that they leave and never 
return, at  least until next year. 
The Gamecocks savored their victory, but ,heeded the 
warnings of the prudent voices that spoke of lions from the 
North. The Voices said, "The Lions. Two o'clock. Satur- 
day the 20th. Paul Snow Stadium. Be there. Aloha." 
BY PAlRICIA JOImS 
Ever know someone who 
could make you laugh 
without saying a worn 
Mack is just such a person. 
Mack is a tall, good- 
looking fellow who spends 
his time in the JSU 
bookstore9 which is located 
on the second floor of the 
Theron E. Montgomery 
Building. He has been the 
object of much amusement 
to the workers of the store 
notice the hand- 
someness of this brown- 
nluscular youth. The 
he elections for 
near Mack. A 
him, "Look at that hunk in 
the bookstore." Mack, who 
is very modest, would never 
attest to this, but Gary 
Smith, the manager of thei 
store, witnessed it. 
The JSU police have also 
noticed Mack. One evening 
when they were patroling, 
!hey passed the bookstore 
Dec. 1 7:00 and 9:30 md saw the lone figure, Nnv 18 7.00 and 9:30 
38 Special packs 'em in 
Mack, standing inside with a 
sweater in his hand. They 
thought he was a burglar. 
They were, however, 
mistaken. 
Besides being very good- 
looking, Mack is very quiet. 
He would never argue with 
anyone. In fact, he never 
says a word. 
He also does not move 
much, not because he is lazy, 
but because his occupation 
calls for him to stand very 
still for long periods of time. 
Mack is good at his job 
because he unconsciously 
attracts attention to himself. 
This is another important 
aspect of his occupation. 
People often take second 
looks a t  this handsome 
fellow in order to determine 
whether this life-like youm is 
Who's that dummy? 
a real person. He is not; in 
fact, he is a mannequin. 
He was dubbed the name 
"Mack" by the workers of 
the store because of the 
many times he has been 
mistaken for a real person. 
Upon entering the store, 
some students often confuse 
Mack with David Snider, a 
salesman who resembles the 
mannequin. 
Some students have gone 
so far as to ask Gary Smith if 
they could purchase the 
mannequin to place in their . 
rooms. He has provided 
many with a good laugh. 
Next time you happen by 
the bookstore, be sure to 
drop in and say "hello" to 
Mack. Don't be surprised, 
however, if he doesn't an- 
swer back. 
2011'2 East 12th Street 
205-236-3597 
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"Hey, man, let's JAM!" sciousness, especially since the entire whatever drugs are cheap that week. town. As you munch out on your sandwich, 
The voice on the telephone says the words procedure must be repeated after every Hopefully, you're included somewhere in however, you become aware of a strange 
so dear to every musician's heart. The tune. "Check your 'D', man." Plaaang. that list, because, if you aren't you must be a cacaphony emerging from the basement- 
opportunity to improvise, to create, to. . "You're a little flat." Plauiennngg. "Now singer, right? This is very bad news for you. garage; something which sounds like Mr. 
.suffer? Yes, friends and neighbors, the jam you're sharp." If this sounds boring, try the Consider, Opoor singer, what your fellow Bill strangling Spot in a Mr. Microphone 
can inspire fear in even the most courageous real thing sometime. This gave rise to that bandmembers expect of you. First, you commercial. Guess what? That's right, 
rocker. Why? Well, a number of reasons, famous saying "close enough for rock 'n' n~ust know all the words to any song which your little brother and twelve of his friends 
but f i s t  and foremost, most jams are roll". any of the other players knows the music to. have decided to play Pete Townsend with 
distressingly similar. Okay, so your guitars are tuned fairly Sound fair? Consider that the average rock your axes. Storming into the room, you 
The first similantty (almost a certsinty is well, and you've chosen your first selection. song has 5.68 chords a ~ d  about 125 words, discover that an eight yeardd has at- 
that the musicians will have an inc-edible Now what? Well, it's time to play the not counting 'repeat chorus'. Also you must tempted to play your $600 Les Paul with a 
range of musical tastes. So the jam re- musical equivalent of "it's-my-ball-and-if- be able to exactly duplicate the range and Nutty Buddy for a pick, while another ur- 
pertoireinvariably consists of a few simple wecan'bplay-by-my-rules-Iquit: "Hey, style of any singer who ever sang rock- chin is playing "Horsey" with the bass 
songs which everyone knows by heart and, man, why don't we ever play any GOOD Ronnie Van Zandt to Ronnie Montrose, guitar, and another is using a Shure 
subsequently is sick of. "Sweet Home music?" Never mind that our little from Paul McCarney to Paul Rodgers. microphone to test the limits of human 
Alabama,, is typical of this get Paganini's idea of good music merely en- Never mind what YOUR sange or style is endurance to feedback. 
me wrong, I like the song, but I've heard it tails playing "Radar Love" instead of like, just sing and hope you don't blow your  in^ rescued the remnants of your 
'played by enough fourteen year-old wun- "Alright Now", just observe how he seeks to pipes out. Also it helps to look like a blend of instrments from t$is band of hoodlums, 
derldnds to be able to do without it for a enforce his will. . . "Look, dude, this is my Mick Jagger and Jimmy Page, if you're a you play four or five more numbers 
while. Ditto "Smoke on the Water", ditto basement, and my amp and my band, so if guy, Or Pat Benatar and Deborah Harry, if and decide to call it a day. As you lug your 
"Johnny B. Goode", ditto ANYTHING by you don't like it, you can just LEAVE!" you're a chick. Otherwise, the lead guitarist , ~ f  back to the car, the host of this session 
Bad Co. §o once you've got' rid of two or .three can always do your job. He'll try to tell you ,alls out, 'c~omin, back next week?,, 
musicians this way, you've got your classic how anyway . 
Of course, the guitars have to be tuned to garage-rock ensemble: two guitarists (the So you just finished your set of garage "Sure," youanswer, "see youthen!" You 
such perfection as to make any symphony one with the most expensive equipment is classics and you're sweating like a pig. . h o w  that next week, it'll be the same old 
conductor happy. And nobody can afford an the lead guitarist, natch), a bass guitar (if .what now? Breaktime ! Hopefully, you're grind, yet Somehow, you find yourself 
electretuner. "Gimme an 'E'." Plang ! you're lucky-a good one is hard to find and jamming at the home of someone whose looking forward to it. Why? The answer is 
m i s  a n  produce dates of altered con- a drummer, who is usually w r d d  on parents either approve of rock or are out of obvious, really : you love rock 'n' roll! 
35 Shlp's 4 Lurches 20 T~ppler 33 Cllck beetles 51 Seed coating 
planklng 5 Braz~lian fru~t 22 Article 36 Affirmative 52 Lustrous 
37 Born tree 23 Part of a clan 38 Draws out fabrlc 
39 Act 6 Exlst 24 Beehive 41 Landed 56 Metal 
40 Artrcle 7 Fall behrnd State property 58 Gram 
42 Scottish rlver 8 God of love 25 Philly's State 43 Greek letter 59 Three: Pref~x 
44 Craftier 9 Headrest 26 Hurry 45 Zeus's love 60 We~ght of 
46 - what? 10 Great Lake , 30 Defeated 47 D~graph 
ACROSS lnd~a 48 Posts 11 Se~nes 32 Arab~an 49 S~milar 63 Compass pt. 
50 Surfelis 
1 Secular 53 Flsh sauce 
54 prayer Lat 
9 Wrltlng 55 He, she or 
~mplemeni 
12 Alms box 57 Dummtes 
13 Scorch 61 Su~table 
14 Anger 62 Un~te 
15 cublc meter: 64 Bibllcal weed 
17 Proceed 65 Pub drink 
18 lllumlnated :7 
19 T~me pertods 
21 Transact~ons 
23 Great Lake 
27 Negative 
28 Babylon~an 
hero 
29 Vat 1 - Palmas 
31 Roll of dough Skill 
34 Dad 3 Frozen water 
Home Owned & Operated 
DRIVE I N  WINDOW: OPEN 6:30AM - 4PMl M.Th 
FRI. TILL 6PM 
LOBBY PAM 2PM, M-TH, FRI. 9AM - 2PM & 4PM - 6PM 
Main Office, 81 7 S. Pelham Rd, Jacksonville 
107 M a i n ,  W e o v e r  2 Publ ic  Sq , J 'v i l le  
16 Comm~ss~on seaport 50 Couch 
&PRsTR 
On The Square 
435-2291 
A New Taste Sensation! 
OUR ALL NEW 
Fresh Dough 
11 Ptzzas.. 
AVAILABLE I N  ALL SIZES 
6" - 10" - 12" - 1s" 
. . . AND TO INTRODUCE YOU TO THIS 
REVOLUTIONARY NEW PIZZA . . . • 
r M m - w - w - - - -  COUPON --------------, 
I I 
I I 
ANY 12" or 15" I I 
PIZZA I I I 
I I 
I I 
I NEW FRESH DOUGH PIZZA I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I 1 per Customer.-Not Good With Any Other Special Offer I L,-"---------------l-------------------------d 
-- 
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The Spinners -Lisa Emst, Jenny Avarett, Patricia Claridy, Denise Walker, Le Hair, Dave 
Oak, John Tittle, Rick Keeling, Steve Lee (Captain), Jeff Beal, and Clyde Moreland. In a difficult move, Marilyn Hansler executes a back Jeff Beal spots for Steve Lee'c 
planche with excellent form. 
In intrasquad meet 
- 
Gymnasts make fine shc 
By LYNN LePINE 
Associate Editor 
The gymnastics team made a fine first 
showing last Friday night in the annual 
intrasquad meet at Stephenson Gym. 
From the style and drama of nationally 
ranked all-arounder Marilyn Hansler to the 
finesse of freshman Dave Oak, J.S.Zf.'s 
team iiterally abounds with talent. 
For Friday night's competition, the team 
was divided into two squads, the Twisters 
and the Spinners. Each squad consisted of 
four women and six men. The two teams 
were closely matched, but after the scores 
were totaled, the Spinners had pulled away 
to take first place with a score of 224.40 to 
205.70. 
Both the mein and women excelled in most 
exciting part of the show for the audience 
was the floor exercise. Sharp and graceful 
dance along with cleanly executed tumbling 
characterized the women's floor routines. 
The fast-paced somersaulting style of the 
men was also punctuated with form and 
balance. Both Steve Lee and Mark 
Petentler threw double back somersaults 
during their routines. 
According to men's coach Tom Cockley, 
the men's scores in floor exercise compared 
with intrasquad scores around the country 
should rank J.S.U.'s men number one. 
The judges for the women were elite 
national judge Mary Lou Dillard of 
Jacksonville and class one judge Donna 
Bryant of Anniston. Rating the men were 
two national iudaes. Mike Griffin of Atlanta 
-- 
Kenny Moore begins a press to a handstand during his floor routine. Moore was injured on of the events, with the men falling down and former -J.&.' gymnast Ken Day of s; 
the vault later in the meet. slibtly in the ~ommel  horse. but the most Montaomerv. Some of the criteria for rc 
Barbara Nolan poses during her balance beam routine. Eisa Palk performs a lay-out back somersault during one of the 
tumbling passes required in floor routines. 
Men's Floor Exercise 
Women's Vault 
Pommel Horse 
Uneven Parallel Bars 
Balance Beam 
Parallel Bars 
Women's Floor Exercise 
Steve Lee 
M. Petentler 
Marilyn Hansler 
Steve Lee 
Marilyn Hansler 
Pat  Claridy 
Dave Oak 
Barbara Nolan 
Dave Oak 
Marilyn Hansler 
Denise Walker 
Barbara Nolan 
Dave Oak 
John Tittle looks for a landing pad as he prepares to come down Exhibiting grace and BaIbmce, Dedse Walker performs a scale. 
f"""r : fwpll  * - P ~ + ~ J ~  $ ~ k  n~m6rqgi?l+ 
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."&s r Kappa Alp ha Scabbard and Blade 
By STEVE MARTIN 
Well, the Rebels made it to fie playoffs. 
The season began with two losses, and even 
though the spirit still remained high, the 
doubt quickly reached a peak for our team. 
Jim Ackley's 45 yard field goal in our first 
playoff game against the Sigs got the Rebels 
rolling. Our next big play was initiated by a 
beautiful pass from Kirk Patterson to 
Sherman Conrad to seal our victory over the 
Kappa Sigma frat, 9-7. 
We would also like to extend a hand to our 
spirit and involvement they have shown. 
"Great job, guys!" 
Congratulations to Pledge Brother Mike 
Bogan for making basketball cheerleader. 
Two of our little sisters also made basket- 
ball cheerleaders. These two ladies are 
Anne Berry and Stacy Boozer. 
Burt Grisham was recently selected as  a 
Budweiser representative here on campus. 
We'd like to say that our spirit is high, and 
our confidence is even higher. Watch out! 
We're on a roll! The remainder of the 
Pledge class this semester for the great semester is ours! 
By JANA TOLBERT 
It's that time of the year again! Time to 
elect our 1983 executive officers. It is also 
time to praise the hard work and dedication 
of those sisters leaving office. 
Congratulations on a job well done, ladies, 
and congrats to the newly-elected officers! 
Know you're going to be terrific!! 
Our Thanksgiving dinner was held last 
night at the Village Inn. This annual event 
was special to aU of us because we're so 
thankful for each other! 
Alpha Xi would like to thank Delta Zeta 
for being our guests Monday night. We all 
had a great time and hope you did, too ! 
Congratulations to Stacy Boozer and Anne 
Berry for being selected as basketball 
cheerleaders. You're both terrific! 
The Great American Smokeout was a big 
success thanks to sister, Deborah Samples. 
Alpha Xi Delta is proud to-sponsor such 
events. Deborah is doing an excellent job as  
philanthropy chairman. She has arranged 
for us to visit the nursing home for 
Thanksgiving. Keep up the good work, 
Deborah! 
Alpha Xi wishes everyone a safe and 
happy Thanksgiving! 
By CADET CLARENCE J. GOODBEER 
The assault on the studio of WLJS was a 
success. There was one D.J. taken prisoner. 
He was immediately removed from the 
area and transported to the Theron Mon- 
tgomery confinement facility. Shortly after 
in-processing the prisoner was ordered to 
give blood. Due to his refusal, he was beaten 
into submission by Rangers and Blade 
members. After nurses removed a pint of 
his blood, he was turned over to the proper 
authorities. 
We wni~ld like to extend a warm welcome 
to our new advisor Captain Richard Sackett. 
Captain Sackett was an active member of 
MCompany of the Eighth Regiment (The 
Scabbard and Blade Company at Kent State 
University). 
Thank-you to the beautiful Miss Brenda 
Smith for representing us during the 
Homecoming. 
The last party at Chap's was a great 
success! The next open party will be 
November 23, 1982 at 7:30 p.m. Everyone 
come out ! ! ! 
Phi Mu 
By C. BROWN 
Back by popular demand, is the triedto 
writeitrightbutcouldn't "different" Phi Mu 
article! (The following are not in any order 
of importance-not even alphabetical.) 
I.' Parties 
a. 38 Special - not really a party, but 
FUN! 
b. Greek - Tonight! ! - Should be FAN- 
TASTIC for 4 bucks. 
Ii. Phi Mu Functions 
a. Open House - Saturday before UNA 
game. -'Ya'll drop by! 
b. Thanksgiving Service - 7:00 pm 
Monday 22, at the Presbyterian Church. 
Everyone is cordially invited to attend. 
111. Impressive Girls 
a. Pledge of the Week: Carrie Chandler 
(blonde) 
b. Sister of the Month: Tina Brown (has a 
nice name) 
IV. JSU Sports 
a. Gymnastics - JSU vs JSU last Friday - 
We won ! 
b. UNA - not Troy, but whup'em anyway! 
V. Intramural Sports 
a. Football -Sorry, we didn't have a team. 
b. Volleyball - Great Sport!! - We have a 
team. 
VI. Big Brothers, Miscellaneous, etc. 
a. How ya doon, Skipper? 
b. Mike, Kathy wants another picture. 
c. Doubledating is fun, Susan. 
d. Phi Mu and JSU are No. 1. 
e. Hello. 
6 
Lovehas 
never looked so 
food 
At Stewarts Tuxe o Shop, We Are Now 
Carrying The Greatest Selection We Have Ever 
Had. This Selection Includes The latest Styles 
By After Six, Lord West And Pierre Cardin, In 
h e  Lstest Styles And Colors. If Your Planning 
contidence ;\nil Llecision-1-naking 
al~ilitieb. And gi\,es  yo^^ skills 
A Wedding, Stop By And Any Of Our 
and kno\.ifleilgc yo11 can use 
anYivhere. In college. In tlli: 
Locations And Get A First Hand Look At The 
milit;\r): A n ~ l  in ci~rilian litl.. Best Selection Of Men's Formalwear In 
Army ROTC pro\,icles 
scholarship opportllnities ;\ncl 
Northeast Alabama. Call Or W t i e  For Free 
Brochure. 
"' TUXEDO SHOP 
SO C O I I I ~  out ahead by enroliing in Artny ROT(:. For more ANNISTON GADSDEN ALBERNl l l E  
information contact the Protcssor ot Military Science. 1026 Noble St. 1519 Rainbow Dr. 137 Main St. 236-0000 547-8102 891-0900 
ARMY R U R .  BE AUYOU CAN BE. 
November 18, 19112 'FME CHAl 
- .ci' Alpha Kappa Alpha 
./ 
Over fifty young ladies were present at the 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 1982 Fall Rush. A great 
time was had by all as the sisters en- 
tertained the independents by serenading 
them with several songs and steps. At first 
everyone was a little shy until the ice was 
broken by a "roll" OF WORDS AS EACH 
YOUNG LADY HAD TQ STAND UP AND 
TELL SOMETHING ABOUT THEM- 
SELVES. A green, rush T-shirt was given 
away as the door prize, and the lucky winner 
was Miss Sandra Rutledge. After Soror 
House gave a brief introduction of the 
sorors, the ladies were informed of the 
qualifications and everyone was treated to 
the delicious refreshments. Moments were 
captured by photographer Clarence 
Goodbeer as everyone was mingling. A 
special thank you goes out to Soror Pamela 
White for the super job she did in preparing 
for the rush and the refreshments. 
Congratulations go out to Soror Winifred 
Wilson upon her induction into the Phi Mu 
Alpha (little sisters) Sinfonian Fraternity. 
Walk in the way of dignity. . .Be an Alpha 
Kappa Alpha lady. 
By WENDY FEAD Thanksgiving break. 
What a weekend! The Zetas got into the The Zetas would like to thank the 1982 
"Whup Troy" mood Thursday and didn't officers for a job well done! Our chapter 
stop until after the big victory Saturday received many awards at National Con- 
night. Congratulations Gamecocks! Watch vention this summer due to the hard work of 
out for UNA! our executive officers. The outgoing of- 
The Ballerina Alumni held their annual ficers are Susan Head, Leigh Estes, Stacie 
tea Saturday afternoon before the Troy Sams, Dawn Lurnrnus, Gina Talley, Tracy 
game. They presented sister Leisa Herron, Hyde, Lyn Jett, Nan Jones and Wendy Fead. 
head ballerina, with the Ballerina We wish the 1983 officers luck! 
Scholarship. Congrats, Leisa! Congratulations to Stacie Sams for being 
The Zetas will be going skating this named member of the week and Pledge of 
Tuesday evening! This will be a night of fun the week, Sharon Terry. 
and meeting new friends! We are looking The Zetas wish everyone a safe and happy 
forward to this great night before the Thanksgiving! 
Christian Student Fellowship 
The regular meetings of the University Center, you may call Bob Prichard, campus 
Christian Student Fellowship are held in the minister, at 435-9356. better yet, why not 
Student Center, and visitors are always just drop in at the Student Center, which is 
welcome. President of the UCSF is Kevin open daily, or visit one of the regular weekly 
(Photo by Paul Swann) 
Christian Student Fellowship receives new sign 
The University Christian Student 
Fellowship is proud to an-nounce that a new 
sign has been erected in front of the 
Christian Student Center. 
As the new sign indicates, the Christian 
Student Center is sponsored by area 
churches of Christ, although all students are 
welcome at activities in the Student Center. 
One of the major emphases of the Student 
Center is Biblical Study. Each Tuesday a 
devotional is conducted at 7:00 p.m. and on 
Thursdays, Bible classes are offered for 
cfedit by extension from the Alabama 
Christian School of Religion, a graduate 
school of religion, located in Montgomery, 
Alabama. 
Other activities, such as social activities, 
movies, and game nights are often con- 
ducted in the Student Center. 
The Student Center offers recreation 
areas, TV area, study areas, and a library. 
By JIM STUMP 
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega wish to 
thank all those who participated in the 
annual Red Cross blood drive. AT0 was 
pleased to help the Red Cross, and donated 
one hundred and eleven pints. Special 
thanks to Mark Weaver W.B.O. (Worthy 
Blood Drive Officer) for his time and effort. 
Last Saturday we held our first annual 
AT0 Whup Troy Steak and Ale Party. We 
had a great time, and extend a hwe thank- 
you to Mr. Nowlin for his accommodations. 
Our pledge of the week is Doug Thompson, 
and our little sister of the week is Wendy 
Gibbons. Thanks to both of you for your 
outstanding support. c 
Those too meek to give blood include John . 
Battles, Fain Casey, Doug Thompson, Alan 
Fletcher, Jeff Suggs, Mickey Ray Statham, 
and several other half beeks too small to 
mention. 
ATO, the only way to go! 
Sigma Nu 
the JSU Fighting Gamecocks will host the 
By JOHN VALDES JR. 
The brothers of Sigma Nu would like to 
thank the Zetas for taking "Sigmund" on his 
first waIk around the House in public last 
Tuesday at the Sigma Nu-Zeta "TOGA" 
Party. How 'bout Bob Pitts and his "Blue 
Juice". It was the first time any of us had 
seen blue liquid. But then again who ever 
saw a bunch of grown up people walking 
around in sheets in 30 degree weather? 
Thanks, Zeta, for a great time! 
Once again the "Mighty Red Machine" 
rolled over another ill fated opponent with 
the nickname of Trojan(?). Who cares how 
it's spelled they'll never know. Hopefully 
first playoffs here at Jax State with UNA 
losing a game also this past weekend. We've 
still got one more big game left in the season 
so let's all go support the Gamecocks this 
Saturday afternoon. 
Brother of the week last week was Ran- 
dingo "Chaps" Fair for some reason nobody 
knows. They say it was just because he was 
there or something to that effect. Pledge of 
the week last week was Ron. "E.T." ( ?? )  
Pufford; way to go, Ron, in like, "you know" 
calling home for that new stereo system we 
now have in our new stereo room.. . 
So until next week walk in the way of 
honor: follow a Sigma Nu! 
Howell Scholarship taking applications 
By SUSAN MARTIN 
The JSU Computer 
Science Department is 
sponsoring the Rebecca 
Suzanne Howell Memorial 
Scholarship for four hundred 
dollars a year (or two 
hundred dollars a semester). 
It is available to any junior 
~r senior with a B average, 
who is majoring in computer 
science. 
Rebecca Ingle was the 
first recipient of this 
scholarship after it began in 
the spring of 1982. Others 
wishing to apply may do so 
through the Financial Aid 
Office. 
Among the fund raising 
projects for the scholarship 
is the drawing for a Matte1 
Intellivision and four car- 
tridges (valued at $300), 
which is to be given away on 
December 2, 1982. Time and 
place will be announced at a 
later date. Anyone wishing to 
buy a $1 donation can see any 
member of the Computer 
Science Club, or Mrs. 
Dorothy Lovelidge in the 
Bibb Graves faculty office on 
3rd floor. 
Gary Jones, chairman of 
the Computer Science Club 
says, "We appreciate all the 
support that we receive. If 
our projects are successful, 
we hope to one day increase 
the amount of the scholar- 
ship, or the number of 
scholarships." 
Everyone is encouraged to 
patronize this very wort)ny 
cause. 
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Woodard pres 
By LENA BWWELL 
Alma Woodard, a JSU senior gladdened 
the hearts of many of her elders on Satur- 
day, Oct. 9, when she presented to the 
Jacksonville Nursing Home a one woman 
fashion show. 
Alma became acquainted with the nursing 
home during Minimester '82 when she did 
her internship there for her Sociology major 
and Social Work minor. 
Alma says she enjoys working with the 
elderly. "They are lonely and few have 
visitors," she stated. Since many in the 
home have little opportunity for contact 
with outside life she brings some of it to 
ents one woma 
them through current fashions. 
The occupants of the nursing home were 
pleased with the show and made comments 
such as "Now we know where to come for 
clothes when we are ready to go to a party," 
quoted Alma. 
Alma reminisced about the days there at 
the nursing home during Minimester when 
the aged always complimented her on her 
clothes and how they loved the colors she 
wore. This gave her the idea of presenting 
the fashions to them. 
This was the third fashion show that Alma 
has presented to the Jacksonville Nursing 
Home. "They just keep wanting more," 
.n fashion show 
stated Alma. "Many of them want to par- 
ticipate in the next one." 
A variety of evening wear, casual wear 
and church wear was modeled. Alma also 
provided refreshments. "If I can help 
somebody or brighten up a life, then it helps 
me to know that my living is not in vain," 
admitted Alma. 
Alma is a member of Apha Si Omega, 
Alpha Phi Omega, the JSU Gospel Choir, the 
Sociology Club and also a member of God's 
Temple AOH Church of Ragland, Al. Alma 
was assisted in the fashion shop by Patsy 
Jones and Pauline Herring, sophomores 
from JSU. WOODARD 
Along with some of those words which catch attention like Avoid the kiss doctor or the student clinic can advise you on the secondary herpes, hepatitis and Tylenol is MONONUCLEOSIS. infections which may develop, including possible com- Mono, as it is often called, is a virus. Broken down, it plications of the liver and spleen. Most patients do not 
means "single nucleus condition". It is an acute infectious that lasts require extended periods of bed rest or hospitalization. disease that affects lymphoid tissue primarily. Lymph Some possible complications which may develop are 
tissue helps to filter poisonous waste from the blood. It also anemia and problems swallowing due to the swelling of the picks up fluids excreted from the blood vessels into the pharynx. The spleen is composed principally of lymphatic 
tissues and carries it back again to the blood. tissue so it may swell and become tender. We have all heard of having "kernels" on the body at the The way a patient takes care of himself is a key to 
time of an infection. These are engorged or enlarged lymph recovery. You should get at least 10 hours of sleep each 
nodes. The principal ones are in the neck (cervical), the night. Your body is tired and weak and needs a little extra 
armpit (axillary)), and the groin (inguinal). These nodes Health Columnist rest. Eat at least two balanced meals a day. High protein are often tender and can persist throughout the course of eggs and cheese are important. Plenty of fluids are just as 
important. 
Avoid strenuous activities, especially anything involving kissing or &inking or eating after an infected person. 
Sometimes it may spread by coughing, sneezing, and straining, using alcohol and taking barbiturates until your doctor advises otherwise. 
virus may last from a few days to several months. 
t i 
miles for 
one of your 
smiles. 
College Center 
Phone. 435-8200 
When you're happy, 
r l = - m = = = = m m m m l m m ~ w w m = m m  1 r ~ ~ m m m ~ m ~ ~ m ~ m ~ ~ m ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  we're happy - 
On any large 16" pizza. 1 Free Extra one coupon per pizza. 1 I Thick Expires: 11-30-82 I I ! I 
I Fast, Free Delivery= Crust ! c o e g e  center I I 
I 
I Phone 435-8200  
i I 
I $1 $1 00 off any 12", I I small pizza I I One coupon per plzza. I 1 Exp~res. 1 1.30-82 I I I I Fast. Free Deliverv ! -
I C O I I ~ Q ~  center * ! 
Domino's Pizza Delivers." 
Drivers carry under 
$20.00. 
Limited delivery area 
@ 1982 Dominos P~zza lnc 
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Bandits 
3 30 Tue 11 -9-82 
Squad 
I 3.30 
Thurs. 
11-1 1-82 
Dog - 
3:30 Tue 11-9-82 Dog I 
7:30 
Wed. 
K S 
3:30 Mon. 11-8-82 K A 
I M  Champ 
P K Thurs 1 1 - 1  0-82 Greek Champ 
3:30 Mon 11-8-82 PK 
Alpha Sisters 
1 A i ~ h i  Sisters 
BCM I 
wed 
11-17-82 
Weather ly 
COURTESY OF MILLER HIGH LIFE 
Quality Beverage - Company 
I M  Champ 
1980 Beer Brewed by Miller Btewlng Company Milwaukee. Wlsconsln 
3 30 Wed 11-11-82 1 Weatherly 
. 
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'Cocks leading 
for Gulf South 
Eleven weeks of football action have become history, but 
60 minutes remain to be played Saturday afternoon in 
Jacksonville to settle the 1982 championship of the Gulf 
South Conference. 
Jacksonville State University's defending champs will 
host North Alabama at 2 p.m. in Paul Snow Memorial 
Stadium to determine if the Gamecocks sit on the throne 
alone with a perfect 7-0 balance sheet or if they share the 
title with Mississippi College's 6 1  Choctaws. 
Mississippi College ended its season last weekend by 
repelling North Alabama, 2820. Meanwhile, Jacksonville 
was turning back Troy State, 49-14. Elsewhere, Valdosta 
State guaranteed its initial season would not be a losing one 
by stopping Livingston, 22-21, and Delta State concluded 
with a 47-0 thrashing of Tennessee-Martin. 
Jacksonville's victory over Troy not only assured the 
Gamecocks of at least a tie for the league's title but the 
performance also produced reverberations throughout the 
weekly compilation of statistics. The Gamecocks 
lengthened their leadership in team scoring, passing and 
total offense. Jacksonville is averaging 37.1 points per 
game, 253.7 yards passing and 427.1 yards total offense. 
Mississippi College assured itself of the No. 1 rushing 
offense spot by concluding with a 297-yard average. 
Livingston University wound up ~ t s  campaign with a new 
Conference record for rushing defense. The Tigers held 10 
opponents to 738 yards on the ground, 73.8 yards per game, 
to the final North Alabama scoring threat. Reginald Goodloe team away from the opponent as he 
Only one other change occurred among the individual drives toward the end zone for a touchdown. Goodloe broke 
statistical leaders. Troy State's Donnie Arnold added the record for scoring the most touchdowns in a game last 
another pass interception to his total, giving him seven for - Saturday night. The old JSU record (3) had been held since 
the season. He has returned them 141 yards. 1946. 
I 1 Sports spotlight I UNA- last hurdle I Meet the Gamecocks' assistants. . . 
for Gamecocks 
By BRUCE TINKER 
It seems like the season always comes down to this single 
solitary game. Many times this confrontation has decided 
the conference championship and very often determines 
who will go to the national play-offs. The Gamecocks play 
their last regular season game Saturday against rival UNA. 
After losing to Mississippi College last week, UNA is out of 
the conference race; however, a win by UNA could place 
them in the play off series while also giving Mississippi 
College a share of the conference title. But the Gamecocks 
still control their own fate. A win over UNA clinches both 
the conference title and a play-off berth. 
UNA is the only team in the conference that Jax State has 
not dominated in the past few years. The series with the 
Lions is split 1414-2. Two years ago, the Gamecocks staged 
a thrilling comeback to tie in the fourth quarter only to lose 
in the final seconds when UNA stunned everyone with a long 
touchdown pass. 
UNA, now 4-2 in the conference and 7-2 overall, was 
ranked 6th in the nation prior to last week's loss. During 
most of the season, UNA has used a strong runnixg attack to 
score points and a stingy defense to keep opponents from 
doing the same. Their rush-oriented offense has averaged 
over 30 points per game while the defense usually gives up 
around 12. 
But enough about them; what about the Gamecocks? 
Reginald Goodloe ran for 199 yards a g a s t  Troy. Goodloe 
and counterpart Walter Broughton are both averaging 5.8 
yards per carry and both have scored 11 touchdown catches 
this season and 16 in his career, But the most satisfying 
facet of this season for Coach Fuller has to be the fantastic 
job that his reserves have done filling the gaps in the 
starting line-up. The ability of these players to step in and 1 do such a fine job speaks well of the players and their 
coaches. 
As far as UNA is concerned, the Gamecocks plan to go 
with a passing attack. But if this plan fails, it's nice to know 
that Jacksonville has a doubleedged offense. 
By MARY HANNAH 
Ever go to a JSU football game, the score is 50.0, and you 
decide to read the football prograc,? Flip to about page 15 
and notice about 6 pictures on the page. I wondered who 
these people were and what they do. Harris Montgomery, 
Bob Sandlin, and Jeff Wooten are Student Assistants. Don 
Jacobs, Eddie Garfikle, and Randy Ragsdale- are 
Graduate Assistants. A Student Assistant goes to school 
and receives no salary, while a Graduate Assistant receives 
a salary and goes to school. 
Harris Montgomery joined the JSU staff in Spring of '81, 
and is a previous Gamecock. His responsibilities include 
helping the running backs, and during games working with 
the specialty and punting teams. Harris is a senior from 
Talladega, majoring in Health-Rec. He credited Coach 
White and Dr. Harris with helping him themost. 
Bob Sandlin is a July '82 addition to the JSU staff. He is a 
native of Hamilton, AL, a graduate of Uni. of Alabama, and 
is a graduate student at JSU. Bob's responsibilities in- 
clude: the defensive Scout team, chart keeping during 
games, and "Chief Film Mover." His future plans include 
to earn his master's degree and to return to high school 
coaching, of which he has 4 years previous experience. 
Sandlin felt the organization and caliber of players in 
college ball is a big asset. Basically, he felt everything 
about JSU was "nice" and credited his family and 
Hamilton, AL coaches L. C. Fowler and Freddie Burnett 
with helping him the most. 
Jeff Wooten is the last Student Assistant, and has been on 
the staff since the Fall of '81. Jeff is a Sr. P.E. major, 
transfer student from Birmingham Southern and is a native 
of Gordo, AL. Jeff's responsibilities include the offensive 
Scout team, and kick-off andpunt return teams during the 
games. Wooten's plans include to be a high school head 
coach and to graduate. He credited the complete staff at 
JSU, Jquan, family, and high school coaches with helping 
him the most. It seems a Student Assistant is a real lear- 
ning experience. The experience which could be gained 
while at JSU was very important to all three. It also seems 
like these three are doing some important groundwork for 
future jobs and really helping the JSU program with their 
efforts. 
Don Jacobs is a graduate of the University of Alabama 
and a native of Scottsboro. He joined the staff in Aug. 1981. 
He is responsible for the running backs. the kickers, the 
recruiting, and the relaying of plays to the QB during the 
games. When asked to compare JSU to 'Bama (where he 
once was a QB) he felt the same principles of good offense, 
tough defense, and decreasing mistakes were stressed at 
both schools. Recruiting involves a lot of PR, Don meets 
the players wanted for the program and sells them on JSU. 
He feels JSU offers a good chance to play in a championship 
program. Jacobs plans for the future include: to gain 
experience, to meet a lot of people, and to move up to a full 
time position. (A divisi~n 2 school has less full time 
positions than does a division 1 school). He credits Coac- 
hes Fuller and White with helping him the most. 
Eddie Garfinkle played his eligibility at JSU, and then 
joined the JSU staff in Jan. '80 as a Graduate Assistant. 
Garfinkle's responsibilities include: working with the 
defensive ends, recruiting, and being athletic 'dorm 
director. When asked to compare the "77 Gamecock team 
to the '82 team, he felt the '82 team is a bigger, stronger, 
faster, more athletic team. He also felt the '77 team was 
less injury prone. Garfinkle felt recruiting was easy for 
him, since he played in the'program and could express his 
belief in Jacksonville being the place to go to play small 
college ball. As Athletic Dorm Director, Eddie is respon- 
sible for a dorm which has completely different rules and 
punishments from any other dorm on campus. His plans for 
the future include to be married, earn a assistant coaching 
job, and remain in college coaching. He felt it was hard to 
coach where he had once played, and credited Coach Fuller 
with helping him the most. 
The final Graduate Assistant is Randy Ragsdale, who is 
also a former Gamecock. The native of Atlanta's 
responsibilities include working with the defensive front 
and helping the players with their class schedules and 
loads. He coached high school football before coming to 
JSU and felt college coaching was better because he works 
with one certain group instead of all aspects of the 
program. When asked to compare the '77 team to the '82 
team, he also felt the '82 players were bigger, stronger, and 
faster; while the '77 team had less injuries. Randy had 
mixed emotions about coaching where he once played. He 
felt it is a great opportunity to gain experience from the 
JSU staff. His future plans include: to earn his master's 
degree, to learn all he can from the coaches, and to pursue a 
career. He credits coaches, parents, and teammates with 
helping i-im the most. 
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Lady Gamecocks lose 
four team mates , 
By MIKE LIVINGSTON 
At the end of this volleyball season, JSU 
will be losing four outstanding Lady 
Gamecocks to graduation. The four are 
Cassie O'Hearne, Debbie Seales, Michelle 
Richardson and Cherylece Morris. 
"I've enjoyed my years of competing and 
working with Coach Creel," said Cassie, 
when asked about her four years as a Lady 
Gamecock. Cassie is from Winter Park, FL. 
and came to JSU after she was offered a 
scholarship. During her tenure here Cassie 
has made the all-state team and also the all- 
tournament team at state in 1980 and 1981. 
Coach Creel considers her a very keen 
player and said that many times she has 
been the emotional leader of the team. 
Cassie said that after she graduates she 
plans to pursue a career in marketing and 
play volleyball on USUBA team in Florida. 
Another outstanding player for the team is 
Cherylece Morris, who came to JSU to 
tryout for the track team. Cherylece found 
out that she didn't like track so she tried to 
walk on the volleyball team. The first time 
she didn't make the team, but the second 
time she did. Cherylece is from Anniston 
and went to Wellborn High School. 
"Cherylece has worked very hard for 
three years to be able to play on the level she 
has achieved," said Coach Creel. When 
ask+ about future plans Cherylece said, 
"Get married, and coach a church 
volleyball team." 
Debbie Seals came to JSU from Thompson 
High School in Saginaw. Debbie was Ail- 
State player in 1980 and 1981. Coach Creel 
considers Debbie a power hitter and a good 
all-around player. 
"I want to coach in high school under a 
good program in Florida," said Debbie. 
Debbie also said that the athletes in 
Alabama are good but that programs for 
volleyball are better supported in Florida. 
Debbie is looking forward to GSC tour- 
nament which will be held a t  UNA. 
Michelle Richardson transferred from 
Southwest Baptist College in Missouri as a 
sophomore. Michelle said that it was a hard 
decision to transfer away from home. When 
asked to reflect on the program during her 
years here, Michelle said, "The girls are so 
neglected. It's not that the coach doesn't 
try; we just do not get what we ask for." 
Michelle doesn't know where the problem is 
at Jacksonville but feels that it is the at- 
titude of the South that puts minor sports on 
such a neglected level. 
Michelle did enjoy her years playing for 
JSU. The coach praised Michelle and said, 
"Mitch has a lot of court sense and she 
reacts to the opposition as well, and is quick 
on our coverage. She has a lot of desire and 
determination." 
Michelle will graduate in December, and 
she plans to work in a law enforcement 
agency. She will have a minor in P.E., but 
has no future plans for coaching volleyball. 
L 
Volleyball takes last home match 
15-7, to take a one game lead in the match. 
By MIKE LIVINGSTON The fourth game was a tight one with the 
Last Tuesday night, the Lady Gamecocks scoring see-sawing back and forth between 
went five games against the UAB Lady the two colleges. The Lady Blazers pulled 
Blazers. JSU took the first game 15-7. In the away to win 15-11. 
second game, the Lady Gamecocks jumped In the deciding game, the Lady 
to a 10-4 lead, but UAB rallied to tie the Gamecocks gave up a 14-7 lead as UAB 
game at 14-all and then went on to win the battled to tie the game 14-14. JSU went on to 
_ bout 16-14. In game three, JSU won again, win the game, though, with a score of 16-14. 
UNA 
The four graduating Lady Gamecocks are Debbie Seales, Cassie O'Hearn and 
from left to right, Michelle Richardson, Cherylece Morris. 
(Con't from page 14) 
A large contingent of seniors will be Saturday. This could be just a single stop on 
playing their last regular season game in the way to that long sought national title. 
Paul Snow Memorial Stadium. This is Well, we can worry about that  late^. First, 
certainly an important game for these 18 we need to defeat the UNA Lions. The 
Gamecocks and they certainly will not be weather should be a bit warmer at 2 p.m., so 
satisfied with anything short of victory. But everybody get out and support your JSU 
hopefully, the season does not end on Gamecocks. 
( Follow The \ 
Gamecocks 
on: 
ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS 
COMPATIBLE WITH 
YOUR PERSONALITY 
* Learn the career f~elds that best su~t your personality 
* Direct your academ~c effo;ts eff~ctently 
* Prepare for the career offer~ng reatest self-qratificat~on 
* Avo~d time-wasting attempts to become what you are not 
* Learn the personality traits to work on to achieve your goals 
By compar~ng your peri.onality profile ,f~ith the personality pro:!les of 
thousands of successful men and w o v e n  In a vmery of career flrld( 
PERSONAMETRIX cdn iletermne thr exrer:r t c l  wP!ct> your persor!al!ty 1 8  
suted for a specf~c career 
Smp!y complete our 00 mnut r  self-adm~n~uered persori,?Iit,v ~nventory n 
the privacy of your home and reriirn it to us We m ~ ~ l l  asrris your persona1 
data profesilonally and re!urn a corn[)ret?ens~ve repc t descrlb~ng your 
personality profilr arid th? fxtent to w h c h  your profile esernbles tile  pro^ 
fes  of those &ho have arhieved succesi In career fled8 that iriterest yo(, 
l00. i  FM Send your name address and S25 00 (check or money order] to 
Stereo PERSONAMETRIX 91 71 Wilshlre Blvd . Sulte 300 Beverly Hills. CA 902lO 
PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
Ol~alitv Beverage 
Proudly Presents 
the Miller High Life 
Player of the Week- 
For An Outstanding 
Performance Tn The  
JSIT VS. Trov State 
Football Came 
Congratulations 
1 Reginald Goodloe I 
< 1 
I ~ o o d l o e .  n J l ~ n i o r  rnnninpback from ideighton. ~ l n b a m a l  
rlnshed for 199 vards and scored f o ~ ~ r  toachdowns on 
rnns of  22. 1 ,  4 5  and 3 vt-irds to break a 36-vear old 
school record and tie CSC records for the most 
-1  PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
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Give The Gift That's Priceless- 
Health & Good Looks 
It's the g i f t  that will last a lifetime!! 
435-6830 435-6871 
28 Public Square, Jacksonville 
435-6830 435-9997 
I I 88 Public Square Phone 438-6871 488-6830 I 
Mon. 22nd 
THURS,! AfTER PEP RALLY! 
3 for I 
9:00 to l0:QO 
C4altfi Nova 22 = 24 uBoott Your Palty At chaps!" 
9 9 9  9 9 1 9 1 1 1 - 9 9 1  1 9 9 9 9 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 1 I 1 1 9 1 9 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 9 1 9 9 1 1 1 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9  
Tue. 23rd Wed. 24th 1 
Than ksgiuing Specials! 
